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1. Answer the following questions:
a. What are Noon Saakin and Tanween?
b. What is Izhiir] Write down the letters of Izhaar of Noon Saakin.
c. How many types of Gunnah are in Tajweed?
J. Define Ikhfa of Meem Saakin.
e. How many types of Noon Saakin and Meem Saakin are there in Tajweed ?

~ f. Write down the signs of Madd.
g. What are the signs of Madd Leen?
h. Describe Madd Ewaz.
l. What are the letters of Idgham of Noon Saakin and Meem Saakin?
J. Write the names of last 10 surahs of the holy Qur'an with meaning.

Group: B

10x2=20

Answer the following questions: (any three) 3xlO=30

2, Identify the rules of Noon Saakin and Tanween in the following underlined words mentioning
reasons. (Any five).

a ~t I~ .J ~ ~j b c

d e

3. Identify the types of Madd in the following underlined words mentioning sings. (Any five).
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4. Identify the rules of Meem Saakin in the following words mentioning reasons. (Any five).
I :... ~ o/\X>,' .:: b .:~'\' .<:-~~~ ~<:-1 c :w:,\ \A fJ 1~ .~~\'1'a 4f.Y:-~ ~ ~ . ,~~.r' .4f../ t..;} ~, r . 'j; ~ j. - '- -
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5. Write the meaning of the following siirahs with short explanation. (, ny two).
(a) Surah al-Fatihah (~lil\ ii.)Y").

(b) Surah an-Nasr (~I 0.J.Y").

(c) Surah al-Feel (~, 0.J.Y").
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